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Conference Desk
Determining the right size and types of meeting rooms requires 
ongoing measurement of how people in your own organization 
use space. Until recently, it’s never been possible to measure 
exactly how every room in a building is used.
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Arsen Conference Desk



If you have relatively large meeting rooms where you 
hold meetings where participants talk and exchange 
information and share ideas, the circular shape of the 
Arsen desk is the best option to help increase the 

productivity of this form of meeting.

Arsen Conference Desk

Code: PI-TC-61

R:235     W:83     H:75

06



Tamar Conference Desk
07



09

The design and composition of raw materials that can be 
used in this table has made it the most suitable option for 

holding formal meetings with a large number of people.

Code: PI-TC-62

L:1087     W:286     H:75

Tamar Conference Desk



More recently, companies have relied on thoughtful
layouts to support employees’ need for mobility. Quieter spaces with 
more calming color tones may be just what a programmer needs to 
focus on a challenging coding issue. A social zone with modular fur-
niture can cater to small break-out groups or larger team meetings.Work Style



Large Bene Conference Desk

13

Ela Conference Desk
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Ella conference tables with glass bases and the possibility 
of adding stone and ceramic plates and electric access

Code: PI-TC-54

L:520     W:300     H:75

Ela Conference Desk
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Code: PI-TC-42

L:480     W:210     H:75

The combination of iron triangular bases and 
MDF plates has created a minimal and practi-
cal example by removing the maximum of 
decorative elements from this table.

Sava Conference Desk
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Large Bene Conference Desk



A table with a classic design and the possibility of 
production for a large number of users

Code: PI-TC-51

L:550     W:240     H:75

Large Bene Conference Desk

21



Code: PI-TC-51 L:520     W:300     H:75

A classic and popular meeting table, for holding formal and long meet-
ings with many participants

Code: PI-TC-50

L:230     W:120     H:75

Large Nitel Conference Desk

24



25



Furniture
Office
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Levon Conference Desk



32



33

Levon's conference tables have a curved plate design, 
while creating variety in the appearance of the table, 
making it a suitable option for various forms of meetings.

Code: PI-TC-55

L:520     W:300     H:75

Levon Conference Desk
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Raya Conference Desk
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Raya Conference Desk

Raya conference tables with flexible structure 
and dynamic design for holding semi-formal 

meetings and presentation sessions

Code: PI-TC-63

L:210     W:120     H:75
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Beloni Conference Desk

Avoiding the use of extra lines along with glass bases has made these 
products a unique effect. These tables can be designed and produced in 
large numbers of people.
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Beloni Conference Desk

Code: PI-TC-47 L:240     W:120     H:75



Work Style

When employees feel a sense of ownership over their work, you’ll be 
amazed at the results they can bring.
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The design and composition of raw materials that can be 
used in this table has made it the most suitable option for 
holding formal meetings with a large number of people.

Tis Conference Desk

Code: PI-TC-49

L:570     W:255     H:75
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Fara Conference Desk
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Fara Conference Desk

Code: PI-TC-56

L:240     W:120     H:75

Fara tables with integrated angled bases and aluminum 
die-casting, along with the possibility of using a wide range 
of raw materials such as MDF or natural leather or stone
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Olka Conference Desk



53

Olka Conference Desk

Code: PI-TC-59

L:280     W:120     H:75

Use of natural leather and MDF with natural wood veneer in 
design and semi-manual production along with classic 
design and forecast of executive details such as boxes on 
the table and production capability based on the number of 
people



55

Using simple lines and combining angular 
and curved forms at the same time along with 
using a combination of MDF and aluminum 
make this table a popular option for those 

who welcome the Eastern spirit

Yada Conference Desk

Code: PI-TC-60

L:280     W:130     H:75



“Workplace experience is a proactive and 

human-centered approach to office 

design, technology, and culture to help 

everyone understand, use, and advance 

their workplace. Said another way, a posi-

tive workplace experience means every 

employee can step into their workplace 

and feel like it was made just for them.“

Providing a great workplace experience 

means optimizing the variety and charac-

ter of spaces that people can choose from 

during the day, and empowering them to 

make choices that optimize their individu-

al performance.”
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60
Merta Conference Desk



Merta Conference Desk

Code: PI-TC-57

L:240     W:120     H:75

61

Possibility to use aluminum or natural wood 
die-cast bases - Possibility to add number of 
people - Possibility to use MDF or natural 
wood or glass as a table top
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Aso Conference Desk
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Aso Conference Desk

Code: PI-TC-58

L:210     W:110     H:75

Simple and minimal design + unique executive 
details such as built-in plates and the possibility 
of using various materials such as simple and 
colorful glasses or MDF sheets and the possibili-
ty of production based on the number of people



68

Saya Conference Desk



Saya Conference Desk

Code: PI-TC-64

L:240     W:150     H:75

69

The combination of simple surfaces and 
thick volumes, avoiding the use of decorative 
elements and the use of color contrast and 
composite materials, has created a product 

with a modern nature.



Furniture
Office
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74

The numerous use of horizontal lines as the main el-
ement in the design of the table, along with the use of 
triangular bases, has made an attractive and at the 
same time classic combination of these products.

Small Nitel Conference Desk

Code: PI-TC-45

L:230     W:120     H:75
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Dan Conference Desk

Code: PI-TC-36 L:460     W:175     H:75

“Meeting tables with integrated panels are one of the most 
popular options for meeting rooms. Dan  conference table 
with a classic style and the use of voluminous panels has 
a popular formal and classic look.



Code: PI-TC-51 L:520     W:300     H:75

78

The deconstruction in the use of glass as a table base, the 

maximum removal of design elements and the use of 

neutral colors, has made this product a perfect example 

of minimalism.

Code: PI-TC-53

L:240     W:120     H:75

Ario Conference Desk
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Code: PI-TC-51 L:520     W:300     H:75

79

Combining solid, well-proportioned lines, creating visual 
breakage by using angled profiles in the exterior to create 
a focal point, these products have become extroverted 

options

Code: PI-TC-41

L:240     W:120     H:75

Hubu Conference Desk
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Code: PI-TC-37

L:210     W:110     H:75

Rectangle is a widely used geometric 
shape in office furniture. The structure of 
this table is based on the combination of dif-
ferent rectangles. A table with a popular 
design. In addition to this classic structure, 
vacuum leather pieces have been used in 
the design of this table top to create variety.

Bene Conference Desk
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Arto is simple. It has attractive details and be-
cause of this simplicity and flexibility, it is a suit-

able option for all types of managers

Arto Conference Desk

L:215    W:190    H:75

Code: PI-TC-44



Code: PI-TC-51 L:520     W:300     H:75

85

Rasen Conference Desk

The use of decorative elements with an oriental 
spirit along with modern simplicity and frankness 
in the design of these products has made them 

postmodern examples.

Code: PI-TC-52

L:320     W:130     H:75
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Atrin Conference Desk

Code: PI-TC-33

L:240     W:130     H:75

Atrin desk is a popular option for holding short 
meetings with a small number of people. 2-piece 
page design This table allows you to diversify the 

design.



Code: PI-TC-51 L:520     W:300     H:75

Code: PI-TC-07

L:150     W:90     H:75

Karta Conference Desk

This table with a large central base and a 
rectangular plate with medium dimensions 
is a flexible and suitable option for holding 

meetings of 6 to 8 people.

89
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Bav Side Meeting Table

Code: PI-TE-40

D:80     H:74

Implementing workplace transformation is one of 
the most impactful organizational initiatives any 
company will undertake. Leveraging the design of 
its workplace to align with its culture and vision for 
organizational improvement can yield significant 
return on investment. With up to 90 percent of a 
company’s expenses identified as human capital 
costs in the way of salaries and benefits, the design 
of the workplace environment can positively impact 
talent attraction, engagement, retention, wellbeing, 

and an organization’s ability to innovate.
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Fara Side Meeting Table

Code: PI-TE-44

L:70     W:70     H:75

96

One reason for rapid workplace evolution: employ-
ees today expect more from their workplaces than 
ever before. The one-size-fits-all model is no 
longer relevant as workers seek environments 
that are more mobile, flexible and personalized. 
Offering thoughtfully designed facilities and offic-
es is a great way to attract and retain top talent 
while fostering employee well-being, engagement, 

and productivity.
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Karta Side Meeting Table

Code: PI-TC-07

L:80     W:80     H:75

Simply put, a strong emotional connection to a 
job makes people more interested in doing it well. 
They become more motivated to collaborate, to 
innovate and, ultimately, to contribute to work 
that will advance the business. There is also a 
direct link between employee engagement and 

customer or client satisfaction.
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